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1 An Experiment of a Particle Bond System

This experimental project was inspired by crystallization process. When ionized molecules hit a certain type of nucleus, it activates materialization process that results in a
form of matter such as salt, sugar, sodium acetate, and so on. The electronic bonding
force among molecules and the types of nucleus shape the matter. We examined a new
way of shaping a structure by controlling the forces that assemble particles as scattered
solid. We hypothesized that an abstract or imaginary force field causes particles to
move, as if electronic, magnetic or gravitational power pull and push objects. Modifying
the force fields to reach an equilibrium state of particle, we can control the tendency of
organization with a set of parameters such as intensity by distance, time and geometry.
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A Standard Model of Scattered Solid
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Variations of Geometry in Scattered Solid Formation
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7 Motive by Ideation

We developed a standard model of scattered solid that can apply various contexts and materials (Figure 1). The main elements
of the model consist of a pair of force sources–attractor and
repulsor–and particles that possibly bonds together. The parameters are assigned on the intensity of each force source and the
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distance between attractors and repulsors on the force axis, and
on characteristics of particle bonding system. Digitally simulated variations of the geometry of force axes and the material of
particles illustrated the capability of generative formation of scattered solid (Figure 3 & 4).

This on-going research continues on the topic of the materiality
of particles and the tectonics of bonding behaviors, as well as the
scalability of the forces fields. The physical motif of self-assembly
structures in material science and media art encompasses the
relevant ingredients of the study. For further discussion, we open
up questions on extensive situations that scattered solid would
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benefit on architectural discourse as novel modeling strategies, in
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